
Making the Most of 
Dining Al Fresco

The Top Seller Trifecta: 
Burgers, Steaks & Seafood

Flavor-Packed,
Plant-Based Options

Keepin’ It Hot with 
Mexican-Style Cuisine

WHAT’S INSIDE:



A SUMMER OF REVIVAL

Our Upstate New York restaurant community has always thrived in the summertime – 

whether it’s from local residents getting out-and-about more often to enjoy the nice 

weather or tourists traveling in from all over to explore the unique beauty of our area. 

This summer, this anticipated burst of activity will have a greater impact than ever before 

as we all strive to turn the page on the past year and look forward to brighter days ahead. 

This summer truly feels like a summer of revival. 
With all of us working together, we will help each other build back better and 

stronger. As your trusted local distributor – we are here to help your business succeed 

and will continue to encourage our communities to buy, eat and live local. 

In our Summer Dining Guide, you will find ideas to spark your culinary creativity and boost your 

profitability – from cool summer menu features to tips to making the most of dining al fresco. 

Cheers to a healthy, happy and wildly successful summer season!
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MAKE YOUR SUMMER SEASON EASIER WITH ONLINE ORDERING!
With Renzi Connect, you can save time and order online when it’s convenient for you! Contact 

your dedicated Renzi Sales Consultant to get set up with quick order guides and learn more 
about the ordering process. Visit RenziFoodservice.com/RenziConnect for more info. 

Celebrate the Flavors of Summer Produce
With Renzi Fresh Produce, you have all the fruit and veggie options you need to

add more delicious and nutritious choices to your menu! Sourced from all the prime growing
regions and right from our own backyard from trusted, local New York farmers. 

P R O D U C E

88068  •  Red Cabbage

88091  •  Green Cabbage

88275  •  Hungarian Hot Peppers

88128  •  Green Leaf Lettuce

88136  •  Romaine Hearts

88198  •  Zucchini Squash

88200  •  Yellow Squash

88202  •  Baby Arugula

88306  •  Broccoli Crowns

88212  •  Grape Tomatoes

88076  •  Seedless Watermelon

88039  •  Cantaloupe 

88305  •  Strawberries

88037  •  Blueberries

88073  •  Raspberries
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The Heat is On This Summer
Mexican-style cuisine has become a staple for many Americans 
and this trend is only expected to see continued growth. 
According to Datassential, Mexican food was listed as the top 
restaurant food that was missed most by consumers during 
the pandemic – falling just ahead of seafood dishes and Asian 
cuisine. (Source: Foodservice Equipment & Supplies Magazine) 

This summer, customers will be seeking out the experiences 
they’ve missed the most – and restaurants that offer 
Mexican-style dishes and flavors on their menu are sure to 
be at the top of the list! Renzi Foodservice has a variety of 
items to help you execute Mexican cuisine on your menu.

THE POWER OF PROTEIN
22140  |  4/5#  |  Cafe H Hormel Beef Barbacoa
• Fully cooked beef barbacoa slow cooked for hours 

until juicy and tender (like a pot roast!)
• Seasoned with garlic, chilies and lime juice to give it a Mexican twist
• Use in tacos, burritos, nachos or salads 

22138  |  6/5#  |  Cafe H Hormel Pork Carnitas
• Fully cooked pork carnitas made with whole boneless pork cushion meat
• Marinated with garlic and citrus flavors and slow cooked, 

sous vide for hours for maximum flavor and tenderness
• Use in tacos, burritos, nachos or salads 

53244  |  2/2 pc  |  Hormel Fire Braised Beef Flank Steak
• Fully cooked whole beef flank steaks are flame seared 

before being slow cooked in their own juices
• Results in a tender and juicy steak with a delicious 

and visually appealing caramelized exterior  
• Use in carne asada, fajitas, sandwiches or tacos 

53211  |  2/5# avg  |  Hormel Fire Braised Chicken Breast
• Fully cooked 4 oz chicken breasts are seared before 

being slow cooked in their own juices
• Results in a tender and juicy chicken breast with a 

delicious and visually appealing caramelized exterior
• Use in fajitas, tacos, burritos or salads 

VEGGIE-BASED PROTEIN 

62033  |  6/#10  |  Furmano’s Pinto Beans
62023  |  6/#10  |  Furmano’s Black Beans

FRESH VEGGIES ARE A MUST
Hass Avocados (88030) • Limes (88055) • Cilantro (88413) 
Poblano Peppers (88403) • Jalapeño Peppers (88406)
Jumbo White Onions (88573) • Tomatoes (88205)
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THE STAR OF THE SHOW 

GoVerden offers authentic, hand-scooped guacamole with rich red 
tomatoes, crunchy onion, fresh cilantro, lime and a pinch of salt. 

45456  |  12/1#  |  GoVerden Classic Guacamole, Frozen
45453  |  24/4 oz  |  GoVerden Classic Guacamole, Grab ‘N’ Go, Frozen 

Try the spicy version for an added kicker – or make seasoning 
your own guac super easy with avocado pulp! 

45454  |  12/1#  |  GoVerden Spicy Guacamole, Frozen
45452  |  4/3#  |  GoVerden Chunky Avocado Pulp, Frozen 

With guacamole this good, your guests won’t be able to keep their chips away. 
78582  |  8/16 oz  |  Santitas White Corn Triangular Tortilla Chips
60063  |  3/2#  |  Mexican Original Red, White & Blue Tortilla Chips

SAUCE IT UP 

60065  |  4/140 oz  |  Gehl’s Jalapeño Cheese Sauce In A Bag
This traditional yellow nacho cheese is a classic blend of 
peppers and cheese and brings just a touch of heat to satisfy 
the widest range of taste buds. Made with real cheese.

25281  |  6/5#  |  Queso Bravo Cheese Dip Pouch
Premium queso made from rich cheese and combined with flavorful diced peppers 
and seasonings. It performs consistently, is versatile and is virtually unbreakable, 
giving you confidence in the kitchen. Whether you’re using high-fat ingredients like 
chorizo, or acidic ingredients like salsa, this queso bravo cheese dip handles it all.

58529  |  2/1 gal  |  Ken’s Signature Green Chili Aioli
A creamy mayo-based sauce, off white in color. Contains a blend of poblano, 
jalapeño, and serrano peppers. Other flavor notes: garlic, onion and noticeable heat.

56078  |  4/1 gal  |  Ken’s Chipotle Ranch Dressing
A buttermilk ranch base is combined with chipotle peppers to deliver a smoke 
pepper profile. A light tomato note complements the finished profile.

56186  |  4/65 oz  |  Kogi Serrano Chili Sauce
A killer combination of roasted serrano peppers, crushed sesame, garlic and soy. 
Plays nice with other sauces.

93144  |  12/5 oz  |  Tabasco Chipotle Pepper Sauce
This rich, full-bodied hot sauce is the perfect balance of smoke and heat. Made 
from vine-ripened red jalapeño peppers that are slow-smoked to perfection over a 
smoldering pecan wood fire. This robust pepper sauce is just right for marinating or 
grilling meats and adds an unexpected smoky flavor to cocktails, dips and sweets.

57135  |  200/7 gm  |  Texas Pete Hot Sauce Packets
This time-tested secret blend of specially selected peppers has been fermented to 
perfection to wrangle up a bold and balanced flavor for the ultimate picante medley.

ALL ABOUT THAT BASE

Mexican Original 
Yellow Corn Tortilla Wrap 6.25" 

59974  |  4/120 ct

Father Sam’s
White Flour Tortilla Wrap 12"

60299  |  6/12 ct 

Father Sam's
Gluten-Free Tortilla Wrap 10"

60280  |  10/10 ct

Father Sam's
Low-Carb Wheat Tortilla Wrap 12"

60279  |  6/12 ct
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Taking Your Dining Al Fresco 
Experience to the Next Level
The Upstate New York summer weather provides the best opportunity for restaurants 
to maximize space and provide distanced dining areas flowing with fresh air. Be creative 
and take advantage of any outdoor space you can use for additional seating!

RENZI TIPS!

 → Be sure the area is level  
(avoid the dreaded wobbly table experience!)

 → Hang string lights and place other welcoming  
décor like candles and flowers to boost the 
ambiance (bonus: this also creates more photo-
worthy opportunities that will encourage guests 
to post and share about your restaurant!)

 → Use natural dividers like fences and trees  
to your advantage – or buy some decorative  
palms to create your own borders 

 → Be conscious of the weather and have a plan  
to address where guests will go or provide cover  
in case of rain 

 → Invest in patio heaters or cooling fans to swap out 
based on weather conditions  

 → Determine strategic locations for sanitizing stations 
in heavy traffic or outdoor waiting areas  

 → Consider how far away the kitchen is from the 
outdoor dining space – if it’s a long walk, invest 
in plate covers to keep food at the appropriate 
temperature and to prevent contamination 
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Tork Elevation Hand 
Sanitizer Dispenser 

(Tork #570020A)

Provide a clean and 
hygienic experience for 
your guests with this 

Tork sanitizer dispenser! 
Elevation dispensers have 
a functional and modern 

design which leaves a 
lasting impression on 

guests, while effortless 
cleaning and intuitive 

refilling saves time for your 
staff. Also available in 

black. Contact your Renzi 
Sales Consultant to order!

Pairs with Tork Hand 
Sanitizer Gel Fresh 

Scent (Renzi #93230)

Anchor Hocking 11 Oz 
Wine Florentine Glass 

Renzi S&E #379015
24 ea/case

Sterno 10 Hour Votive 
Candle - Cream

 Renzi S&E #581553
288/case

Carlile Foodservice 
10" Clear Plate Cover 
Renzi S&E #595336

12 ea/case

Libbey 3.25 oz 
Glass Votive 

Renzi S&E #369352
36/case 

Hoffmaster 54" x 108" White 
Tissue Paper Table Cover

Renzi S&E #513279
25 ea/case 

Carlile Foodservice 
 6" Acrylic Bud Vase
Renzi S&E #505366

6 ea/case

With Renzi Supplies and Equipment, you can get your must-have items shipped right 
to your door in 48 hours! Visit RenziFoodservice.com/SuppliesEquipment to learn more.

Hungry for some al fresco small plates? Flip for ideas! → 7Renzi Foodservice



THE SUMMER OF SMALL PLATES

Focus on small plates for al fresco dining and outdoor catered events and shift away from larger 
shareable items. Designing your menu so guests can easily choose items that match their comfort 

level will be key as we navigate our way out of the pandemic – with small plates, customers 
can order multiple dishes and decide on their own whether to share with the group!

SHRIMP SHOOTERS
 

Ocean Horizons Shrimp 16/20 P&D Tail On Cooked
44220  |  5/2#

Ken’s Signature Green Chili Aioli
58529  |  2/1 gal

CLAMS IN GARLICKY HERB 
BROTH WITH BAGUETTE 
 

Panapesca Clams In Shell Cooked 11/17 Frozen
44280  |  10/1#

Bakery de France Artisan Pointed End Baguette 21" 
37158  |  24/10 oz

Looking for new plates for outdoor dining? 
Try our eco-friendly Leafware collection!

Made from 100% natural fallen palm leaves, Leafware is a leading 
manufacturer of palm leaf single-use products that are 100% green, 

sustainable and non-toxic. Leafware products look as natural, wholesome 
and healthy as the food you put on them. With an upscale and high-

quality appearance and feel, incorporating these items at your restaurant 
can provide an added value perception to your outdoor events.

72751  |  1/100 ct  |  Palm Leaf Square Plate 7"
72752  |  1/100 ct  |  Palm Leaf Square Plate 9"

72753  |  1/100 ct  |  Palm Leaf Round Pasta Bowl 10"
72754  |  1/100 ct  |  Palm Leaf Round Bowl 7"

72755  |  1/50 ct  |  Grab 'N' Go Container with Lid 7"
72756  |  1/50 ct  |  Grab 'N' Go Container with Lid 9"
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PICKLE FRIES WITH CHIPOTLE RANCH 

Anchor Spicy Battered Pickle Fries
46127  |  4/3#

Ken’s Chipotle Ranch Dressing
56078  |  4/1 gal

SWEET POTATO FRIES WITH MAPLE SYRUP

Harvest Splendor Sweet Potato Fries 3/8" XL
34120  |  6/2.5#

Moon Valley NYS Grade A Pure Maple Syrup
28301  |  1/1 gal

SMALL BUT MIGHTY

It’s no secret that apps and small plates can help increase overall check averages and reduce 
food cost – and there’s no better time than now to find ways to boost profitability in all aspects!  

Help your guests cool down this summer 
with local cold brew from Café Kubal!

The perfect way to cool down and get your caffeine boost 
on a hot summer day! Freshly brewed in Upstate New York 
by Meier’s Creek Brewing Co., this nitro-infused cold brew 

features a silky smooth finish and less acidic profile. 

Flavor: Ethiopian blend with notes of blueberry and apricot

Fat-Free • Gluten-Free • Zero Carbs
Vegan-Friendly • 5 Calories Per Can

Café Kubal Nitro-Infused Cold Brew Coffee
76171  |  24/12 oz
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A Little Surf. A Little Turf. A Lot of Flavor. 
According to the National Restaurant Association, the below top 8 items have proven 
successful as big sellers in the full-service dining industry. As you can see, burgers, seafood 
items and steak have claimed their spot at the top of the list! Showcase your existing favorites 
of these items or try new creative special features to help boost sales this season!

Renzi Tip: Add a fun detail when plating to make these dishes extra shareable on social media… do it for the ‘gram!
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BITE INTO THE PERFECT BURGER 

Save time and money by taking the labor out of prepping your burgers! High-quality Schweid & Sons 
pre-pattied burgers are key to increasing profitability, especially during the busy summer season. Made from 
whole premium cuts of chuck, round and sirloin, these are the perfect addition to your summer dining menu.  

TOP IT OFF!

24981  |  6/1.5#  |  Great Lakes Cheese Sliced Smoked Gouda 0.75 Oz
25640  |  8/1#  |  BelGioioso Fresh Mozzarella Sliced Log
25906  |  2/5#  |  Great Lakes Cheese Gruyère
25920  |  6/24 oz  |  Adams Reserve Sliced NYS White Sharp Cheddar

SAY CHEESE

18029  |  1/15#  |  Farmland by Smithfield Applewood Smoked Bacon Layout, Silver Medal, 14/18
18066  |  2/96 ct  |  Patrick Cudahy by Smithfield Sliced Round Smoked Bacon, Precooked
32073  |  60/3.2 oz  |  Zweigle’s 6" Italian Sausage Link, Cooked
33527  |  2/5#  |  Farmland by Smithfield Roasted & Seared Pork Shoulder
27113  |  144/1.75 oz  |  Papetti’s Table Ready Fried Egg Patty, Natural Shaped, Fully Cooked

PACK ON  
THE PROTEIN

57927  |  12/12 oz  |  French’s Yellow Mustard
28196  |  25/20 oz  |  Red Gold Fancy Ketchup 
56060  |  4/1 gal  |  Ken’s Deluxe Thousand Island Dressing
57169  |  4/1 gal  |  Ken’s Boom Boom Sauce
57177  |  4/1 gal  |  Texas Pete Original Hot Sauce
58412  |  12/27 oz  |  Rosarita Diced Green Chiles
58529  |  2/1 gal  |  Ken's Signature Green Chili Aioli

MAKE IT 
EXTRA SAUCY

60171  |  1/5 gal  |  Patriot Pickle Dill Pickle Chips 5/16"
88153  |  1/50#  |  Renzi Fresh Produce Jumbo Spanish Onions
88205  |  1/25#  |  Renzi Fresh Produce Tomato 5x6 XLG
88509  |  2/5#  |  Mann’s Better Burger Leaf Lettuce

FRESHEN 
IT UP

4 Oz Butcher's Blend 
Fresh Steak Burger

11325  |  40/4 oz 

6 Oz Butcher's Blend 
Fresh Steak Burger

11147  |  24/6 oz

8 Oz Butcher's Blend 
Fresh Steak Burger

 11330  |  20/8 oz
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SET SAIL WITH SEAFOOD DISHES

Renzi is your one-stop shop for high-quality and easy-to-execute seafood items! 
Try these ideas on your summer menu and get ready for your customers to dive right in.

Looking for more surf ‘n’ turf pairings or the staples for your salmon or haddock dishes? 
We’ve got you covered! Contact your Renzi Sales Consultant to find the perfect fit for your menu.

39180  |  2/100 ct  |  NEW! Handy Thai Chili Shrimp Rolls   
Premium succulent shrimp, accented with sweet chili sauce then hand-wrapped in a delicate 
pastry sheet. Easy to cook from frozen, these have no prep time and no waste! Feature 
these crispy mini rolls as an appetizer or a delicious new addition to your seafood platters. 

39184  |  2/50 ct  |  Handy Coconut Breaded Shrimp 36/40 Ct
Premium shrimp hand-dipped in a sweet coconut batter, then coated with natural shredded 
coconut and panko bread crumbs. The crispy coconut coating adds a delicious crunch to every 
bite. Coconut breaded shrimp are perfect served alone or paired with a sweet dipping sauce. 

39185  |  2/12 ct  |  Handy Ultimate Crab Cakes 3 Oz
It doesn’t get any better than this! Generous lumps of sweet fresh crab meat, 
spices and seasonings for a traditional Maryland-style treat. All Handy crab 
cakes are gently hand-formed for a true homemade experience.

39192  |  4/9 ct  |  Handy Panko-Breaded Jumbo Soft-Shell Crab
These succulent, tender crabs are harvested at their softest, most delectable stage, 
immediately after shedding their hard outer shells. They are then fully cleaned and 
lightly coated with panko bread crumbs. Fast, easy preparation makes serving soft-shell 
crabs a delicious meal for any occasion. These crabs go directly from freezer to fryer and 
portion control is easy with consistent plate coverage and predictable food cost.  

44163  |  2/5#  |  Captain’s Call Dry Sea Scallops 10/20 Ct IQF
Freshly frozen, these scallops are easy to prepare and can be used in a variety 
of dishes from appetizers to center of the plate options. Captain’s Call scallops 
signify the most prized item... the best of the fisherman’s catch.
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MAKE YOUR MENU SIZZLE WITH PREMIUM STEAKS

Renzi has all the steak options you need to round out your summer menu – from strips, to ribeyes, to 
tenderloin filets. Indian Ridge is our trusted partner for high-quality, cut-to-order steaks and seafood. With 
Indian Ridge, you can be certain you’re getting consistent, tender and flavorful products – every time. Try 

some of our favorite steaks this summer – perfectly portioned and ready to be seasoned and grilled! 

12500  |  16/10 oz  |  Indian Ridge Choice Coulotte Pub Steak 
12535  |  12/14 oz  |  Indian Ridge Kansas City Angus Strip, Bone-In 

13705  |  28/6 oz  |  Indian Ridge Select Top Sirloin Filet 
14509  |  10/16 oz  |  Indian Ridge Choice Ribeye 

14817  |  20/8 oz  |  Indian Ridge Select Tenderloin Filet, CC Off 

*Indian Ridge items are available for just-in-time ordering!

BOOST THE FLAVOR WITH EASY SAUCES AND TOPPERS! 

68195  |  8/18 oz  |  Tulkoff Garlic Aioli
A masterpiece of creamy mayonnaise, Italian herbs and seasonings, and garlic.

56185  |  4/65 oz  |  Kogi Sweet Garlic Teriyaki Sauce
The perfect blend of sweet with garlic and soy sauce.

68124  |  3/5#  |  Chef Italia Herb Garlic Blend Spread
Will not burn or separate – a delicious mix of garlic and herbs to finish a grilled steak. Trans-fat free!

78033  |  2/1 gal  |  Roland Fusion Solutions Honey Garlic Sauce
Deep dark brown in color, this sauce has a smooth, sticky texture with the taste of sweet honey, garlic and spices.

90004  |  1/5#  |  Bonewerks Culinarte Demi Glace de Veau Elite
Prepared with fresh roasted veal bones, fresh mirepoix and herbs – simmered, reduced, thickened 
and seasoned. This economical, ready-to-serve sauce can be turned into a signature sauce 
by simply adding an ingredient like horseradish, mushrooms or peppercorns.

88228  |  2/5# tub  |  Renzi Fresh Produce Mushrooms Sliced 3/16"
Ready to be sautéed with garlic and butter for a traditional and fan-favorite steak topper.
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Mushrooms are being touted as the next big food trend - and 2021 is their breakout year! Packed with health benefits, this plant-
based powerhouse ingredient can be incorporated in a variety of dishes, including blended burgers, sandwich fillers and more.

Flavor-Packed, Plant-Based Options

The plant-based movement is here to stay. With continued consumer demand and industry growth, 
it’s important to make the most of this opportunity on your menu. The plant-based meat market alone 
is projected to grow from $4.6 billion in 2019 to $85 billion by 2030, driven by more than half (52%) of 
consumers who claim to be eating more plant-based foods, according to Food & Beverage Insider. 

The key to success in this space is to provide alternative options, without sacrificing on flavor or 
taste. The good news is – plant-based doesn’t have to be complicated! Offer easy swaps for your 
favorite meat-based dishes and watch your guests come back for them again and again.

CLASSIC PLANT-BASED BURGER 
11444 •   Kellogg’s Incogmeato by MorningStar Farms 

  Plant-Based Burger Patty, 1 ea 
66425 •   Versa High Heat Pan Spray, as needed 
92275 •   Durkee Kosher Salt, to taste
68258 •   Durkee Black Pepper, to taste
10541 •   Costanzo's Bakery Potato Roll, 1 ea
28196 •   Red Gold Ketchup, to taste
56010 •   Ken’s Mayonnaise, to taste
88509 •   Mann’s Better Burger Leaf 
88205 •   Renzi Fresh Produce Tomato, sliced
60171 •   Patriot Pickle Dill Pickle Chips 5/16"

Heat griddle to 350F. Clean and scrape griddle if needed. Spray with pan spray. 
Heat charbroiler to 600-750F, clean grates and oil lightly. Season patties 
lightly with salt and pepper on both sides. Place patty on cooking equipment, 
and cook, turning once, to internal temperature of 160F. Patty should reach 
150F for optimum juiciness (All equipment differs and may or may not be 
calibrated so these times are guidelines only and approximations. 3 min per 
side on griddle = 6 min total or 2.5 min-3 per side on charbroiler grill = 5-6 min 
total) Test cook on your equipment for optimal time. Toast buns and assemble.

GRILLED MUSHROOM & ONION KEBOB 
88141 •   Renzi Fresh Produce Button Mushrooms
88385 •   Renzi Fresh Produce Sweet Onions, cut into wedges
88478 •   Renzi Fresh Produce Parsley, chopped
30173 •   Olivari Extra Virgin Olive Oil
56113 •   Regina Red Wine Vinegar
92275 •   Durkee Kosher Salt
68263 •   Durkee Black Pepper, course ground
77402   •   Handgards 8" Bamboo Skewers

Skewer the mushrooms and onion wedges on the wooden skewer. Make 
a marinade two parts olive oil to one part red wine vinegar and season 
generously with salt and pepper. Marinate the skewered veggies until ready to 
grill. Serving suggestions: buttered noodles, brown rice, or over a green salad.
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Plant-based options aren’t just for consumers with vegan and vegetarian lifestyles. Add fresh, 
plant-forward dishes to your menu to provide options for those looking for meatless choices 

and lighter fare. Try these colorful, eye-catching summer salads on your menu this season!

YOU BURRATA BELIEVE IT!
This fresh cheese from BelGioioso resembles a fresh mozzarella ball, but when split open, 

you will be delighted to discover a rich-tasting, soft filling of fresh pieces of mozzarella 
soaked in heavy cream. This cheese offers a sweet, milky flavor that gently fills the palate. 
Made to order from fresh milk gathered daily from local farmers, each ball is hand-formed 

and packaged in water to ensure maximum freshness while maintaining shelf life.

Texture: Soft, Delicate  |  Flavor: Milky, Fresh  |  Milk Source: Pasteurized Cow’s Milk  |  Aging: Fresh 
Appearance: Porcelain White with a Soft Creamy Center  |  Gluten-Free  •   rBST Free  •  Vegetarian

Crafted in Wisconsin, America’s Dairyland

#25678

BURRATA SALAD 
88202 •   Renzi Fresh Produce Baby Arugula
25678 •   BelGioioso Burrata Mozzarella
88076 •   Renzi Fresh Produce Watermelon, cut into wedges
88065 •   Renzi Fresh Produce Peaches, sliced into wedges
88834 •   Renzi Fresh Produce Heirloom Grape Tomatoes, halved
88414 •   Renzi Fresh Produce Fresh Basil, chiffonade 
30173 •   Olivari Extra Virgin Olive Oil
56127 •   Roland Balsamic Glaze
92275 •   Durkee Kosher Salt
68263 •   Durkee Coarse Grind Black Pepper 

Assemble the salad with arugula, watermelon, peaches, 
heirloom tomatoes, burrata, basil and dress with extra 
virgin olive oil, balsamic glaze, salt and pepper. 

WATERMELON FETA SALAD 
88202 •   Renzi Fresh Produce Baby Arugula 
25086 •   Great Lakes Cheese Feta Cheese, chopped
88076 •   Renzi Fresh Produce Watermelon, diced
88383 •   Renzi Fresh Produce Fresh Mint 
88052 •   Renzi Fresh Produce Lemons, juiced
92587 •   UniPro Royal Pure Wildflower Honey 
30174 •   Olivari Olive Oil Pomace 
92275 •   Durkee Kosher Salt
68263 •   Durkee Coarse Grind Black Pepper 

Combine arugula, feta, watermelon and mint in a large 
bowl. For the dressing, combine lemon juice, honey, 
olive oil, salt and pepper and whisk to combine. Toss 
the salad with dressing and serve immediately. 
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901 Rail Drive, Watertown, New York 13601
315.788.5610  •  RenziFoodservice.com

#TheLocalDifference


